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in car wars: rifles, you can build or assemble your own modern and futuristic firearms, using the
same components as in car wars. a smattering of new components enable you to build totally new
designs, including railguns, particle cannons, nuclear guns, and time-traveling space-time-space-
time machines. the supplement rome total war: the building blocks of strategy features the best-
selling and most popular rules from the rome total war series of games. here, you can learn the

history of ancient rome, and the various strategic and tactical innovations that helped rome rise from
a tribal nation to a powerful empire, as you set up and play games of ancient rome. this book will

also help you create and build your own campaigns and scenarios, and quickly put you on your way
to a well-played game of ancient rome. use the tables in the rome total war: the building blocks of
strategy supplement to quickly and easily create campaigns, scenarios, and scenarios for play. you
can easily generate and manage troops, cities, armies, equipment, and other units, using the handy
tables and examples in this book. many of the buildings in the city of rome have survived the ages.
over the centuries, rome has had many occupants, and each successive one has left its mark upon
the appearance of the city. people and businesses have moved to new locations, but the city has

survived and changed over time. most of the city's buildings are still there today, and have survived
for a very long time. these buildings have been altered, but many have managed to retain their

original form, and others are in a state of constant renovation or restoration. there are many ways in
which the buildings can be changed, and these are discussed later. many of the places listed here
are marked with an asterisk (*) to indicate that they have been marked as landmarks in the city, or

as places of historical importance.
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if youre already a gurps fourth edition newbie, this will be an excellent companion to gurps fourth
edition as well as a fine companion to gurps high fantasy for those who want to create a fantasy
world of their own. note: this rulebook uses the gurps fourth edition system. it is fully compatible
with the gurpstm fourth edition® rules, the gurpstm deluxe® rules, and the gurpstm alchemical

baroque® rules. it is not compatible with the gurpstm basic® rules, the gurpstm fantasy® rules, the
gurpstm guide to the gurpstm roleplaying game, and the gurpstm quick-start rules. rome is the
largest and most developed of the italian states. the capital of rome is called roma. the name of

rome is a translation of the latin name of the city. when rome was founded it was called latium. in
509 bc, the latins split off and founded another state called tiburtina. they called this new state rome
because they wanted to separate themselves from the latins. the latins called the people of tiburtina

after the wolf of the same name. the name of the state has been spelt in many different ways
throughout the history of the city. its not the first capital of rome, that was ardea. rome is the capital

of the latins and has been the capital of the romans ever since. romans speak latin, which is the
language of the latin people and the language of the romans. the roman republic is the original

roman republic. the roman republic was established in 509 bc. the roman empire is the political and
military power of the city state of rome, which first came into existence in 268 bc. in the year 27bc,
the roman emperor augustus officially ended the roman republic. the roman empire is divided into

many smaller countries. the largest of these is gaul in france. 5ec8ef588b
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